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ADD UNEXPECTED
TOUCHES
4_ VINTAGE-INSPIRED VANITY Give
a gently used desk new life as a sink
console with high-gloss white paint and
amber glass hexagonal knobs. Similar
to shown: Vintage desk, starting at $70;
craigslist.com; Cosmas cabinet knobs,
$4 each; doorcorner.com

BUDGET–
SMART
BATH
UPDATES

5_ WOOD COUNTERTOP Pair real
wood in the bath with an undermount
sink, as seen here, and a water-resistant
urethane, acrylic, or tung-oil finish.
Better yet, around a frequent-use basin,
use a wood-look laminate. Continue
either material up the wall as a cool
take on a classic washbasin stand.
Try Formica in Auburn Maple, from
$14 per square foot, installed.
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6_ TILED BASEBOARD Forgo
traditional molding and extend tile
several inches up the wall to create
an eye-catching border, like this
basketweave. Similar to shown:
Crema Cappuccino Basketweave
Marble Mosaic tile, $13 per square
foot; homedepot.com

Put some wow in your washroom
with these clever, affordable makeover
ideas, STARTING AT JUST $4
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BY MICHELLE BRUNNER

SET A SERENE SCENE
1_ TAILORED TREATMENT A crisp window dressing, like this Roman shade, makes
a bath feel more finished and introduces color and pattern. Window film can provide
privacy on the lower sash. Similar to shown: Canopy Stripe in Kiwi/Sand Sunbrella
Fabric, $25 per yard; ballarddesigns.com. Free tutorial on making a Roman shade;
sew-helpful.com. Gila window film, $25 for a 4-by-6 1⁄2-foot roll; homedepot.com
2_ COLORED CLAW-FOOT Make a cast-iron soaker a focal point by painting the
outside a soothing hue, like this sage green. Similar to shown: All Surface Enamel Oil
Base in Bonsai Tint, $23 per quart; sherwin-williams.com
3_ STREAMLINED SINK Add a modern rectangular vessel sink to the mix—its
clean lines provide a nice counterpoint to the curvy old-fashioned tub. Similar to
shown: Kingston Brass Pacifica Vitreous China Sink, $167; lowes.com
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REINTERPRET
THE CLASSICS
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BRING IN WARM ACCENTS
11_ WINDOW MIRROR Inject some architectural character
into the space above your sink with a window-style mirror.
Similar to shown: Reclaimed PalletWorks hanging mirror
with sill, $75; etsy.com
12_ WOOD SHELVES Top an oft-ignored storage area—directly
above the toilet—with shelves that are a cinch to DIY. Cut pine
boards to size and stain them, and support with 1-inch cleats at
both ends. Similar to shown: 2×10 Douglas fir boards, $8 per
8-foot length; homedepot.com. Minwax Gel Stain in Chestnut,
$18 per quart; at home centers
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13_ LIBRARY LIGHT Install a sconce with an articulated arm
above the medicine cabinet for a style boost. It’s just as
great at providing effective task lighting in the bath as it is at
illuminating bookshelves. Similar to shown: House of Troy
Hyde Park sconce, $206; wayfair.com
14_ DOUBLE-DUTY FABRIC Take a cue from designer
spaces and match the material of your shade to your shower
curtain. Lightweight cotton won’t block light and is easy to
launder. Just be sure to hang a waterproof liner behind the
shower curtain. Similar to shown: Porcelain Check by
Michael Miller, $10 per yard; hawthornethreads.com
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FISHEYE STUDIO; EMMA MITCHELL/LIVING ETC./IPC+ SYNDICATION; RACHEL BOLING; (PREVIOUS SPREAD, LEFT TO RIGHT) NICK SMITH/GAP INTERIORS; ERIC PIASECKI

8_ STANDOUT LEDGE Cap subwaytile wainscot with a DIY decorative rail.
The how-to: Top upside-down
one-piece baseboard with rounded
window-stool trim; add cove molding
where the two meet. Oak baseboard,
$21 per 8-foot length; pine cove
molding, $3 per 8-foot length;
windowsill molding, $28 per 8-foot
length; homedepot.com
9_ MARBLE HEX TILE Add a luxurious
feel underfoot with mesh-backed
marble tile featuring impressive
3-inch hexagons. Similar to shown:
Carrara White Hexagon Mosaic Tile,
$10 for a 0.92-square-foot sheet;
marbleonline.com

10_ PETAL-POWER PENDANT Balance the rustic look of a
wood-frame mirror and shelving with a delicate hanging light
made of shells. Capiz pendant, $70; worldmarket.com
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7_ COTTAGE-STYLE CABINET Save
money—or DIY time—by opting for a
wall-mount medicine cabinet, which is
easier to install than a recessed model.
Similar to shown: Zenith Medicine
Cabinet, $110; wayfair.com
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TIE IT ALL TOGETHER

15_ DIY SINK STAND Build a simple table like this one by
mounting an edge-glued panel over 2×2 legs reinforced with
corner braces. Finish with a cheery, coordinating shade of
paint. Install a drop-in basin or a statement-making vessel
sink, like this one—just plan the stand’s height accordingly.
Similar color to shown: Aura Bath & Spa Paint in Crisp
Morning Air, $26 per quart; benjaminmoore.com
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SURPRISING
STORAGE

16_ BATH-FRIENDLY BAR CART Who says one of these
beauties should only be rolled out for cocktail hour? Wheel it
into the washroom for mobile towel and toiletry storage.
Similar to shown: Newbury Cart, starting at $269;
restorationhardware.com
17_ CUSTOMIZED PAILS Galvanized-steel buckets can
do more than hold gardening tools or ice-cold drinks.
Personalized with paint, they are the perfect catchall
for kids’ bath gear. Similar to shown: Behrens 12-quart
bucket, $10; lowes.com
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18_ TOWEL TREE A problem-solver in the entryway, a
coatrack can be a helpful addition to the bath for hanging wet
towels. One with integrated storage is even handier—here,
the umbrella stand holds a fresh supply down below. For a
similar solution, try a storage tower with shelves and hooks:
three-tier tower shoe and coat rack, $112; overstock.com
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19_ VINTAGE DRESSER A treasure found in Grandma’s
attic (or on Craigslist) can be an unexpected and elegant
addition to the bath. Take this highboy: Deep drawers offer
ample linen storage, while delicate legs keep the piece from
feeling too heavy and overwhelming the room.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, SEE DIRECTORY, PAGE 104
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